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Increasing data center energy efficiency is not only an
environmentally friendly strategy, but also a key way to
cut costs. By consolidating systems using virtualization
and Dell™ PowerEdge ™ Energy Smart servers, organizations can retire legacy hardware to help significantly
reduce power and cooling requirements and create a
green data center.
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When data centers reach 85–95 percent of their power,

concentrated assets of any organization, and

cooling, space, and network capacity, organizations

holistically assessing their true total cost of

must seriously consider either expanding their existing

ownership can be difficult. In the past, facilities staff

data center or building a new one—a difficult decision

and IT staff have treated their operational costs sepa-

that can have a major impact on the bottom line.

rately, spreading overall costs across these organiza-

Green strategies show how best practices for

tions and making it difficult to assess their full impact.

capacity expansion can increase the energy efficiency

Meanwhile, each department faces its own separate

of a data center to help increase density, reduce

challenges—with facilities staff struggling with limits

costs, and extend the life expectancy of existing data
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on rack and floor space, power availability, and equip-

centers. This article outlines specific steps organiza-
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ment, while IT staff try to ensure they have sufficient

tions can take to develop an integrated, comprehen-

Data center cooling

processing power, network bandwidth, and storage

sive green strategy for existing data centers, helping

Dell PowerEdge servers

capacity to support upcoming IT initiatives and suffi-

optimize investments and ensure reliable perfor-

cient redundancy to handle system disruptions.

mance now as well as the flexibility to scale to meet
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ata centers are one of the most financially

However, the rising costs of power and cooling

future business and IT needs.

combined with high-performance, high-density systems
are changing the economics of IT, driving enterprises

Monitoring current energy usage

to optimize their data centers with green technology.

In a green data center, the mechanical, electrical, and

The cost savings and environmental benefits of this

spatial elements (facilities) as well as servers, storage,

approach are closely aligned, and maximizing them

and networks (IT) are designed for optimal energy

requires a partnership between managers in the busi-

efficiency and minimal environmental impact. The

ness, facilities, and IT departments (see Figure 1).

first step in energy-efficiency planning is measuring

Optimizing data center energy efficiency requires

current energy usage. The power system is a critical

careful planning and the deployment of components

element in the facilities infrastructure, and knowing

such as power, cooling, and networking systems that

where that energy is used and by which specific

can meet both current needs and scale for future

equipment is essential when creating, expanding, or

requirements while minimizing total cost of ownership.

optimizing a data center (see Figure 2).
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Dell Virtualization Services
Dell Services has created a consistent framework and

Virtualization and consolidation

best practices to assist organizations in implementing
a virtualized infrastructure (see Figure A):
■■

Workshop

current user needs and future demands.
An experienced services team helps organizations
make informed decisions throughout the process
has best practices and tools to support the organiing to the road map for implementation.

High availability: Help reduce planned and unplanned downtime
Backup and recovery: Help reduce risk of failed recovery and simplify disaster recovery
Configuration management and monitoring: Design to simplify operations and provide dynamic provisioning

by working to understand their needs. This team
zation from strategy formulation and benchmark-

Implementation

Physical-to-virtual migration: Consolidate physical servers to help increase utilization

Dell Services provides a flexible, tested process for
data center efficiency and virtualization, matched to

■■

Design

Assessment

Operations: Perform orchestration, workload management and optimization, systems management, and charge-back
Data centers: Retrofit and design layout, power, and cooling to help create cost-effective, green facilities
Understand
the potential

Lay the path
for success

Make informed
decisions

Capture
the value

For more information on Dell Virtualization Services,
visit DELL.COM/VirtualizationServices.

Figure A. Virtualization and consolidation framework used by Dell Services

A key part of this step is calculating the

only facilities departments see a monthly

meter usage from the data center level all

data center’s Power Usage Effectiveness

power bill that includes energy use in data

the way down to individual components—

(PUE), defined by the following equation:

centers and offices, IT departments never

such as generators, uninterruptible power

see the impact of their decisions, and so

supplies (UPSs), power distribution units

have little incentive to increase efficiency.

(PDUs), generators, servers, storage, and net-

PUE =

Total facility power

To help alleviate this problem, efforts to

working switches—to help ensure that they

monitor energy use should start with the

are within acceptable limits, identify which

In this equation, the total facility power

creation of a “power profile” for each rack in

business units are charged for the power

is the energy used by the data center as

the existing data center. This profile should

used by those components, and establish

IT equipment power

whole, while IT equipment power consists
of energy used specifically by servers,
Business managers

storage, networking switches, and other
IT components (not including external
power delivery systems, cooling systems,
lighting, and so on). A PUE of 1 would rep-

Business requirements

resent theoretically perfect efficiency, in
which all energy was used directly by IT
equipment. Knowing the PUE value is

Service-level
agreement

useful in several ways. For example, it
allows enterprises to determine how much

Software
Data
center

power the data center actually uses for a
given piece of equipment: in a data center
with a PUE of 3.0, supporting a 600 W

Power requirements

server actually requires the delivery of

Cooling
requirements

1,800 W to the data center as a whole.
Unfortunately, many organizations lack
power-consumption metering that can
break down usage at a level that allows

Facilities
managers

Structured
cabling

Active equipment
(servers and storage)
Network requirements
(switching)
IT
managers

them to gauge the results of their optimization efforts. For example, because typically

Figure 1. Typical relationships between managers in business, facilities, and IT departments
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Unlocking hidden data center capacity
through Virtualization and facility upgrades
Many data centers built 10–15 years ago are

Assessing the infrastructure

were two years old or less. Each rack utilized 17U

underpowered and lack the cooling capacity to

The first step was to perform asset discovery and

of space on average. The IT equipment required

fully support today’s high-performance, high-

determine the data center’s resource utilization

a total of 1,061 kVA of electrical capacity and a

density servers. But despite their insufficient

to help identify whether consolidation and/or

total of 242 tons of cooling. As a whole, the Power

energy and cooling infrastructure, they are still

virtualization could help increase the efficiency

Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of this data center was

usable, and already represent a significant invest-

of existing resources. When performing this type

3.5. Its operation required US$1.2 million in annual

ment. By evaluating the existing infrastructure and

of assessment, organizations should first gather

energy costs.

using tools such as virtualization, organizations can

up-to-date information about the current server

In terms of cooling, cold air was sup-

often find additional capacity to bridge the gap

environment, including hardware and software

plied by 24 Liebert 22-ton air-cooled down-flow

between IT load and facility constraints such as

inventory and up to a business cycle’s worth of per-

units, which produced a total of 528 tons of air-

power, cooling, and space. This section describes

formance data. They can then use that information

conditioning, leaving 286 tons of cooling capac-

a virtualization and facility upgrade project per-

to help analyze the data, assess the environment,

ity available above the 242 tons required by the

formed by Dell Services in summer 2007 and identi-

and outline the consolidation, decommissioning,

IT equipment. In terms of electrical capacity, the

fies how virtualization and energy-efficient servers

and virtualization opportunities available in the

electrical capacity requirements were supported by

helped reduce power consumption and operational

existing infrastructure.

four Liebert 750 kVA uninterruptible power supplies

costs. The results described serve as an example;

The second step was to create a power and

(UPSs) in an n + 1 high-availability configuration,

the results of similar refreshes and upgrades in

cooling profile (including the level of supply and

which provided a total of 2,250 kVA of electri-

other data centers will vary for different environ-

the amount used by the facility as a whole and IT

cal capacity, leaving 1,189 kVA of UPS capacity

ments and configurations.

resources in particular) for each rack in the exist-

available above the 1,061 kVA required by the IT

Figure A shows this example data center

ing data center, which allowed Dell Services to

equipment. These UPSs used the n + 1 load-sharing

layout, which encompassed 17,500 square feet

estimate the potential future growth and IT expan-

configuration so that if one UPS failed, the others

of space and 1,862 servers on 386 racks. This

sion requirements. This information also provides a

could carry its load until it could be replaced.

data center had not followed best practices for

baseline that can help determine whether to retro-

hardware deployment, electrical and cooling dis-

fit an existing data center or build a new one.

This electrical capacity was also supported
by 32 Liebert power distribution units (PDUs) in a

tribution, and layout planning and management,

Of the servers in this example data center,

2n high-availability configuration, which provided

and was struggling with space, electrical, and cool-

22 percent were more than five years old, 56 per-

a total rating of 1,620 kVA. These PDUs used the

ing challenges.

cent were three or four years old, and 22 percent

2n load-sharing configuration so that if one PDU
failed, the others could carry its load until it could be
replaced. This redundancy allowed the data center
to operate even with only 40 percent of the PDUs
functioning, for a capacity of 1,620 kVA.
Implementing virtualization, energyefficient servers, and retrofit
As a result of performing a Virtualization Readiness Assessment of the servers, the Dell Services
team identified 70 percent of those more than three
years old as candidates for virtualization or replacement. After virtualizing these systems and replacing
others with Dell PowerEdge Energy Smart servers,
the data center cut its total number of servers by

Figure A. Original data center layout
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more than 50 percent, going from 1,862 servers to
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comparison between the previous environment

30

Costs (millions of dollars)

and the upgraded environment (see Figure B). The

Training
Design, planning, and deployment services
Additional software licensing costs (if any)
Virtualization software licensing
Data center server unplanned downtime (indirect)
Data center server disaster recovery (indirect)
Data center server administration
Data center server provisioning
Data center server space
Data center server power and cooling
Data center server networking

25
20
15
10
5
0
Current
infrastructure

projected benefits included the following:

■■

Reducing 1,040 servers to 104 through virtualization, with a target consolidation ratio of
10 to 1

■■

With the reduction in overall number of servers, reducing total operating power by
7,665,000 kW (2,190,000 kW multiplied by the

Virtualized
infrastructure
(projected)

PUE of 3.5) per year; combined, these
enhancements could help reduce total energy
costs to US$750,000 annually, saving

Figure B. Three-year total cost of ownership projection for current and virtualized infrastructure

US$450,000 each year and reducing carbon
emissions by 11,497,500 pounds, equivalent to

926: 104 virtualized servers supporting 10 virtual

per rack, a significant increase over the previous

machines each, 403 PowerEdge Energy Smart serv-

2.2 kW per rack, potentially doubling the capacity

ers, and 419 servers that could be retained because

of the original data center and helping avoid the

cent from an investment of US$11,767,987 in

they were two years old or less.

cost of building another data center to support

a virtual infrastructure and retrofit facility

future IT growth.

upgrade, with projected direct savings of

Reducing the number of servers helped

taking 730 cars off the road per year
■■

reduce total power consumption by 250 kW. Other

Achieving a return on investment of 200 per-

US$11,534,602

infrastructure modifications—including adding

Evaluating total cost of ownership

PDUs, upgrading circuits from 110 V circuits to

Based on the IT refresh and upgrade described

cost of building a new 17,000-square-foot

three-phase 208 V circuits, and optimizing cool-

in the preceding section, Dell Services calculated

data center (at approximately US$1,300 per

ing systems—helped support a density of 4.0 kW

an estimated three-year total cost-of-ownership

square foot)

■■

Avoiding the approximate US$22,000,000

a baseline for calculating return on invest-

information on server configuration and

ment from future changes (see Figure 3).

location, enabling IT staff to easily identify

Deploying energy-efficient
virtualized servers

variables of power, cooling, and available

Once they have removed idle servers, data

Retiring idle servers

rack space when planning future server

center managers should consider moving

In many data centers, between 5 and

and storage deployments and identifying

as many server-based applications as they

15 percent of servers are no longer required

potential systems to retire.

can onto virtual machines (VMs) and/or

and could be turned off. The cost savings
from retiring these idle servers can add up
quickly. For example, given an energy price
of US$0.10/kWh and an average idleCooling system

server power consumption of 0.25 kWh,
each idle server uses US$219 worth of
energy each year. When factoring in an

Local
distribution lines

example PUE of 3.0 to take into account
total data center energy usage in support

Server utilization
CPU usage

Service
entrance

Lights, office space, etc.

CPU usage history

4%

Uninterruptible
load

of those servers, however, each idle server
actually costs US$657 annually.
Maintaining an asset management database can help enterprises ensure that they

Backup diesel
generators

UPS

PDU

Server rack

Computer equipment

are using resources efficiently. This database should contain accurate, up-to-date

Figure 2. Facilities and IT components that contribute to energy usage
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see the “Dell Virtualization Services” sidebar in this article; for a specific example
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Load (kW/rack)
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of how IT and facility upgrades can help

Current average load
Available average capacity

reduce power consumption and total cost

70

of ownership, see the “Unlocking hidden

60

data center capacity through virtualiza-

50

tion and facility upgrades” sidebar in

40

this article.

30
20

Designing a green data
center with Dell

10
0

PDUs

Cooling system

UPS

Generator

As energy costs continue to rise, aligning
the goals and requirements of business,
facilities, and IT departments is critical to

Figure 3. Example comparison of average load density with available capacity

optimizing energy use and reducing
power costs in enterprise data centers.

energy-efficient servers. This strategy

number of servers accounts for 90 per-

Following the strategies outlined in this

allows them to not only substantially

cent of the additional power consumption,

article—including monitoring current

reduce the overall number of physical serv-

according to a study by Jonathan Koomey

energy usage, retiring idle servers, and

ers, but also increase the efficiency and

of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

deploying energy-efficient virtualized

utilization of those that remain.

and Stanford University.2

servers—and taking advantage of Dell

In the past, IT organizations have

However, average server performance

Services assessment, design, and imple-

tended to host a single application per

has also increased: today’s servers are more

mentation services can help enterprises

server. Given the cost-effectiveness of

powerful than those of a decade ago, and

take a major step toward the realization

many industry-standard servers, this strat-

virtualization enables enterprises to take

of the green data center.

egy helped simplify deployment and

advantage of that performance to consoli-

reduce potential software conflicts without

date multiple physical servers onto a single

Paul Rad is the practice executive for virtu-

requiring undue investments in hardware

virtualized server—helping increase utiliza-

alization and data center optimization for

and support infrastructure. But server

tion and reduce power consumption. Most

Dell Global Infrastructure Consulting Services.

numbers have increased worldwide in the

non-virtualized servers today, for example,

He has master’s degrees in both Computer

past decade, and so have the costs associ-

typically run at a utilization level of less than

Engineering and Computer Science from the

ated with maintaining these systems.

15 percent. By efficiently utilizing computing

University of Texas at San Antonio.

For example, a 2007 U.S. Environmental

capacity through virtualization, Dell

Protection Agency report assessed oppor-

PowerEdge Energy Smart servers, and the

Max Thoene is the practice executive for

tunities for energy-efficiency improvements

retirement of legacy systems, enterprises

data center optimization for Dell Americas

for government and commercial servers

can maintain performance with 40–50 per-

Infrastructure Consulting Services. He has

and data centers in the United States. The

cent of their existing server population,

a B.B.A. in Marketing and Management

report estimated that U.S. data centers

which can translate into major savings in

from the University of Texas at Austin and

accounted for approximately 1.5 percent of

energy use and related costs. Dell Services

M.S. degrees in Global Telecommunications/

the country’s electricity consumption in

offers virtualization workshop, assessment,

Information

2006, and that energy consumption of serv-

design, and implementation services to help

Management from Capitol College.

ers and data centers has doubled in the past

enterprises carry out a migration to a virtu-

five years—and predicts that it will almost

alized infrastructure.3

Systems

and

Systems

Tim Webb is the director of Dell Global

double again in the next five years, to

For more information on how Dell

Virtualization and Data Center Optimization

more than 100 billion kWh, costing about

Virtualization Services can help organiza-

Consulting Practice. He has a degree in

US$7.4 billion annually.1 An increase in the

tions implement a virtualized infrastructure,

Engineering from Princeton University.

“Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency: Public Law 109-431,” by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, August 2, 2007, www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/prod_development/downloads/
EPA_Datacenter_Report_Congress_Final1.pdf.
2
“Estimating Total Power Consumption by Servers in the U.S. and the World,” by Jonathan G. Koomey, Ph.D., Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Stanford University, February 15, 2007, enterprise.amd.com/downloads/
svrpwrusecompletefinal.pdf.
3
For more information, see “Achieving Balance-Sheet Business Value with Virtualized Server Solutions,” in Dell Power Solutions, August 2007, DELL.COM/Downloads/Global/Power/ps3q07-50070497-DellSvcs.pdf.
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